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The Value of Flexibility 
It’s amazing to witness the skill with which some people navigate change. They appear to sail through with 

what seems to be very little disruption or protest. No matter what the challenge, some people are able to find 

the silver lining and exhibit flexibility. No matter the change, they seem to make a smooth transition. Wouldn’t 

it be great to possess this type of flexibility? The good news is that this skill can be learned. 

The first step is to examine your overall outlook. Do you look for the opportunities in situations or do you tend 

to cling to the present? Is your glass half full or half empty? Do you believe that your job will not change and it 

will always have the same managers and co-workers? Maybe you feel that the job will always be in the same 

location, with the same rules, and the schedules will remain constant.  

When we see these statements in black and white, it may seem a little absurd to think that anyone would look 

at their job this way. However, many of us make these assumptions subconsciously over time without 

realizing it. These then become expectations. We often don’t realize we have created these expectations until 

forced to examine them when a change occurs. Our reaction to change often reveals our expectations. 

Changes are often met with protest or an inability to adjust. Change frequently results in feelings of stress. 

We can improve our ability to be flexible by recognizing opportunities to: 

Change: Taking on new tasks, learning new routines, and changing schedules can all be upsetting and 

frustrating. Embrace the change — you may learn something new about yourself or find that you are good at 

something you have never tried before. Try not to assume that change will be bad. Maybe a change in 

schedule allows you to spend time with your family in a different way. Perhaps your new boss will be an 

excellent mentor who will help you further your career. There may be components of change that take some 

time to get used to but remember to keep a positive outlook to best weather the change. 

Realign Priorities: Sometimes we have difficulty being flexible because our priorities have gotten out of 

order. When reviewing your responsibilities, be sure that your priorities are in line with your goals. We may 

want to address a particular task to make sure we are completing it during an optimum time of day for us, 

when it is more in line with our goal. For example, we may have a task that is more time consuming than 

another and may be best suited to complete when we are the most energetic in our day. When we deal with 

change, we have an opportunity to look at all areas of our lives and ensure that we are living a life that is in 

balance.  

Take Pleasure in Small Joys: Rather than focusing on how much time a meeting takes out of your work day, 

embrace the opportunity to network with colleagues or catch up with a co-worker. We all have tasks to do that 

are tedious and not much fun; but, if we can find something to like about them, they become less 

overwhelming. The thing you like may just be that you finished the task and can now cross it off your list! 

Find a Sense of Purpose: It is easier to be flexible when you know where you are headed in life and what is 

important to you. Sometimes our journey to achieving our goals take a turn we weren’t expecting. Having a 

sense of purpose in what you do helps you adjust how you think about change and how you get back on 

track. Having a sense of purpose keeps you motivated. Be open to trying things in different ways and you will 

increase your ability to be flexible in many situations. 



Expect Change: Change is inevitable. When it is expected, there is less need to be reactive, surprised, or 

shocked. We are more prepared because we anticipated that change was a possibility. It is also helpful to 

remember that we all adjust to small changes every day and that we can use those same skills to help us 

adjust to the bigger changes that occur. However, if you find that you are struggling with a change, it is helpful 

to remember that the EAP offers counseling. Or, if you want to enhance your coping skills and polish the tools 

you already use, EAP coaching may be for you. 

Another step in improving flexibility is showing a willingness to pitch in and help out. Ask, “How can I help?” 

People that are flexible are willing to go the extra mile and help out. Flexible people get moving when dealing 

with change and transition. Flexible people don’t spend a lot of time complaining and worrying about the 

change; rather, they focus on what they can control and try to make the best of the situation. 

Cultivating and maintaining relationships is another key component to increasing flexibility. When we have a 

strong social support network, we have greater capacity to process change and to receive feedback about 

how to navigate that change. Being able to share different perspectives also encourages flexibility as you 

learn that others may be addressing similar challenges in different ways than your own. Or you may be able 

to help them with a challenge that you have already experienced. To increase your flexibility, rely on your 

support team to help you adjust. Talk with your family, friends, and co-workers. Take the opportunity to vent 

and problem-solve. Your support team can help you shift your outlook and may find positives you missed.  

Having a positive attitude towards others may also be advantageous. A positive, open attitude presents as 

more flexible and therefore allows greater possibility for opportunities to be shared. Having a smile indicates 

approachability and provides more of an opportunity for conversation to take place. It encourages 

conversations and support systems to be formed. The idea of always looking for the silver lining can be the 

most helpful attitude to convey. What is the positive side of change? When we are flexible, it means always 

trying to find the positive side of any change. 

To summarize, some of the benefits of flexibility are being able to adapt well, recognizing the opportunity in 

changes, shifting your outlook, realigning priorities, and having a strong support system. When we view 

flexibility as a skill, we recognize that we can build on and improve our own flexibility. It can provide some 

excitement where there may have been a tendency to see the status quo a boring. Having flexibility can allow 

a person to have a greater sense of self appreciation for the possibilities and feeling that they will be able to 

adjust and adapt to the situation, no matter where it takes us. You may realize that you are possibly better 

equipped during times of change than you thought previously. 

The EAP is there to help you improve your flexibility and to assist you in addressing individual needs of 

coping with desired and undesired changes, as well as learning appropriate relaxation and stress 

management skills as these events take place. Remember to call 800-327-4968 (TTY: 877-492-7341) or 

access them on the web at www.EAP4YOU.com.  

 




